(Q) What to Wear? (1/1) [Solution]

Q1.

a. I wear shoes.

b. You(sg) wear her hat.

c. You(pl) find our shoes.

d. You(sg) forget your(sg) hat.

e. baa kho pok qhat aa.

f. baa naa tsong ré i.

g. í jàa qhòng lak chak ang.

h. i jàa qhòng lak chak ang.

Explanation:
The structure of a sentence is:
[Possessor] [Direct object] [Verb] [Subject agreement marker]

(There is one sentence with an overt subject “My hat falls down”- in that case the order is possessor-subject-verb-agreement marker)

The nouns are all 2 words long:

- kho pok = hat
- khat sam = blanker
- etc.

The verbs are generally one word long, except for “forget” (lak chak).

For “wearing”, there are many verbs which are cognates of the thing being worn. E.g., “pok” means “wear a hat” (cognate with “hat” = “kho pok”).